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Abstract. In this paper, we report the use of oxidized glutathione (GSSG) in promoting the association of bean seed proteins to starch granules purified from potato tubers. The resulting interaction was stable and only a small fraction of the bound proteins was released by washing with 5% glucose. Higher concentrations of glucose or other sugars (fructose, mannose and mannitol) failed to further increase protein release. Dithiothreitol (DTT) at concentrations up to 50 mM did not liberate the proteins associated to starch; however, applied after GSSG but before adding the proteins, it was very effective in preventing binding of proteins to starch. Lastly, starch modified by the bound proteins increased its water absorption capacity.
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Introduction

Starch is a complex carbohydrate composed of glucose linked through α-1,4 and α-1,6 glycosidic bonds widely used in food industry. It forms a compact structure (granules) where amyllose (almost-linear) and amylopectin (heavily-branched) can be identified as major components [1]. Many features of the starch products depend on the granule size, the ratio amyllose: amylopectin as well as the lipids and proteins present on the granule surface [2]. The need for starch with new properties has prompted the search for new ways to change starch features. Some of these successful approaches include physical, chemical or enzymatic modification and the manipulation of different aspects of the biosynthetic pathway by plant breeding, mutant selection and the genetic engineering of plants [1]. Starch granule-associated proteins represent only a minor component but appear to be significantly influential on the overall properties of both starch granules and starch products [3]. The interaction with different protein sources has been successfully used to change starch properties such as gelatinization temperature, water absorption, syneresis and viscosity, among others [4, 5, 6]. Hydrophobic interactions have been implicated in the starch-protein association, but several factors may also be involved in this interaction including protein shape, size and charge [7]. The amylopectin content is also important, its ramifications can increase potential interaction with hydrophilic portions of protein molecule [5]. Since it has been reported that the binding of some proteins to starch granules is redox-regulated [8], in this paper we report that oxidized glutathione (GSSG), which is important for cellular redox balance [9], was also very effective to promote a stable interaction of potato starch with proteins from bean seeds; as a result, the modified starch showed an increased water absorption capacity.

Results and Discussion

The association of proteins to starch granule surface can have a positive impact in starch products by improving gelatinization temperature, water absorption, syneresis and viscosity among others characteristics of starch [4, 5, 6]. On the other hand, since potato starch granules are usually purified with just few proteins attached to them (data not shown), these granules are a suitable system to work with in order to investigate how the redox environment is involved in the association between starch and proteins from a cheap and easily available source, such as bean seed and how this interaction affects starch properties. Glutathione is formed by the union of cysteine, glycine and glutamate, its reduced (GSH) and oxidized (GSSG) forms act as a homeostatic redox buffer that contributes to the maintenance of the cellular redox balance [9] and is essential for both the normal development of the embryo and for the maturation of the seed [10] and, it has been suggested that this system also works to address the need of developing seeds for sulfur [11]. Since it has been reported that some proteins display a reversible and selective binding to the starch granules depending on redox state [8], therefore, we studied the effect of DTT and GSSG in the interaction between bean seed proteins and starch granules. Figure 1A shows that approximately 25% of the proteins from seed extract formed a strong interaction with...
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Potato tuber starch; DTT (1 mM) did not have any significant effect, while GSSG (1 mM) increased the amount of protein associated to starch. On the other hand, a small fraction of the proteins bounded in the presence of GSSG was released by washing with 5% glucose solution. By increasing GSSG up to 10 mM, the protein fraction associated to the granules reached 60%. The interaction was also more stable and the amount of released proteins by washing with 5% glucose solution was reduced as GSSG concentration was increased (Figure 1B). Therefore, the effect of higher glucose concentrations on releasing proteins associated to starch in the presence of 10 mM GSSG was then investigated. Figure 2A shows that washing with glucose up to 20% was unable to increase the amount of protein released. Neither mannose, fructose nor mannitol at 20% were effective (Figure 2B). We further investigated if the interaction promoted by the oxidative environment created by GSSG could be reverted by a reducing agent such as DTT. In order to do it, proteins were first incubated with starch in the presence of 10 mM GSSG and after removing free GSSG, starch was then washed with DTT up to 50 mM. Our results (Figure 3A) showed that this treatment did not increased the amount of liberated proteins. To investigate the nature of the interactions that GSSG promoted between starch and bean seed proteins and why DTT was unable to release starch bound proteins in the presence of GSSG, the starch was treated with 1 or 10 mM GSSG, then washed and incubated with 50 mM DTT. DTT was removed and the proteins were finally added. Figure 3B shows that under these conditions, DTT was very effective at preventing the binding of proteins to the starch. Together, these data show that GSSG favors the association of bean seed proteins with starch and increases the stability of the interaction (Figure 1B). This may be the result of the changes that this treatment induces on both the proteins and the starch granules. Protein susceptibility to oxidation by GSSG depends on the presence of reactive cysteine residues [12]. We observed that with 10 mM GSSG, the bean seed proteins formed aggregates (data not shown), suggesting that some proteins with reactive residues could increase their binding capacity as a result of the changes induced by GSSG. In addition, DTT was very effective at preventing the effects of GSSG on protein binding, but only if it is added before the incubation with the protein mixture (Figure 3B); otherwise, DTT was non-effective at releasing the proteins after GSSG treatment (Figure 3A). This suggests that GSSG also modified the starch surface, but after the interaction starch:protein is formed, DTT was unable to release the proteins because it is no longer able to reach the sites affected by GSSG.

As a result of the binding of proteins from bean seeds to potato starch granules, the ability to absorb water by the granules was significantly increased (Figure 4A). This could be important for applications were starch is used to increase the viscosity of processed foods. However, the amount of water retained by gelatinized starch was not affected (Figure 4B). Proteins associated to starch can act as a barrier to the release...
of amylose [13]. Since the hydrophilicity of the proteins is relevant for the interaction with starch [14], it will be needed to investigate how the interactions between starch and proteins from different sources are affected by GSSG and the impact of this treatment has on starch properties.

**Experimental**

**Starch purification from potato tubers** [15]. Tubers were rinsed in water, peeled and then, cut into small cubes. Tuber cubes (400 g) were blended with 400 ml water at low speed for 45 s. The mixture was allowed to stand for 20 min, and the liquid was decanted away from the sediment. The sediment was resuspended in water and passed through a U.S. No. 20 sieve. The retained material was washed on the sieve with water, resuspended in water, macerated for 45 s and finally passed through the same sieve. Starch was allowed to settle for 30-45 min, and the supernatant was decanted. The starch was resuspended in water and passed through a U.S. No. 60 sieve. The filtrate was allowed to settle, and the supernatant was discarded. The starch was dried in a convection oven at 50 °C and then ground with a mortar and pestle to pass it through a U.S. No. 60 sieve.

**Bean seed proteins.** Bean seeds (cv Flor de Mayo) were ground in a mortar and passed through a U.S. No. 200 sieve. The powder (2 g) was resuspended in 3 ml of extraction buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 1 mM MgCl$_2$, 1 mM CaCl$_2$) and mixed for 1 h in a rotating wheel at 4 °C. The material was centrifuged for 20 min at 10,000 × g. Protein concentration in the supernatant was determined by the Bradford method [16].

**Starch: protein interaction.** Starch granules (50 mg) were washed twice with water and three times with extraction buffer. Washed starch was suspended in extraction buffer and mixed with 3 mg of protein from bean seeds and either DTT or GSSG at indicated concentrations in a final volume of 1 mL and mixed for 1 h in a rotating wheel at 4 °C. Unbound proteins were recovered in the supernatant after centrifugation for 20 min at 10,000 × g. The pellet was resuspended in 1 mL extraction buffer and washed three times. Then, it was resuspended in 200 μL of sugar solution (glucose, mannose, fructose or mannitol in different concentrations as indicated), thoroughly mixed with vortex for 20 min and centrifuged for 20 min at 10,000 × g. Released proteins with sugar solutions and proteins in unbound fraction were determined by the Bradford method [16]. The amount of proteins that remained associated to the granule surface was estimated by subtracting the protein present in the bound and released fractions to the total quantity used in the assay.

**Water absorption capacity and swelling power** [17]. Water absorption capacity was measured in starch (50 mg) treated with GSSG (1 and 10 mM) or in starch blended with GSSG and bean seed proteins (3 mg). Starch was resuspended in 1 mL water and incubated for 1 h at room temperature in a rotating wheel. The suspension was centrifuged for 5 min at 5,000 × g. Then, it was decanted and the granules were weighed. Water absorption capacity was calculated by comparing the final weight...
with the initial one. The swelling power of the same samples
was determined by measuring the amount of water absorbed by
gelatinized starch. Starch suspensions were kept in a water bath
at 90 °C for 10 min. After cooling, samples were centrifuged
for 5 min at 5,000 × g and the supernatants discarded. Weight
of the swollen granules was used to calculate this parameter.
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